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Chapter 80: Intense Battle! 

"Wooden Cage!" 

I infused my Mana into the ground itself, spreading out my roots below the hero and then spreading 

them into an enormous cage made of hundreds of layers of wood and stone unified together with the 

power of Mana and Spiritual Essence. 

FLAAASH! 

The cage was so strong and powerful that the Hero immediately felt threatened, beginning to slash 

through it at a rapid pace. However, his slashes broke through layers one by one, and there were 

hundreds! It was going to take him a few more seconds before getting out, which was more than 

enough for Titan and Rita's attacks to get him! 

Rita quickly charged her Dark Magic, as the Dark Spirits quickly began dance around her body enhancing 

the power of her dark magic and also increasing her total stats a lot! She had leveled this damn passive 

skill to level 10 so it was giving her an amazing bonus with her dark spirits. And to boot, I was also 

enhancing both of them with Spirit Enhancement and Geomancy, which increased the power of spirits 

and also their magic stats to deal even more damage using magic spells or magic-related skills. 

An enormous sphere of darkness emerged above Rita, as she had decided to go all out with a gigantic 

attack… It was concentrating all the large quantities of Malice she could absorb from the Mushroom 

Hero! 

"Fuck this game, fuck this game, FUCK THIS GAME!" Cried Rita, she was already tired of playing this and 

was forcing herself to keep up. It was quite commendable! 

Meanwhile, in the other side, Titan was accumulating large quantities of Mana which I was directly 

transferring to him by fusing a branch of my own body into his own, which I moved underground! I had 

discovered this new way of transferring mana to others, and thanks to this, he was summoning a large 

Beast Spirit by fusing many of them through Beast Spirit Enhancement, something similar to my Spirit 

Enhancement! 

"If Planta can do it… why the fuck I can't?!" Roared Titan. "Come on… BEAST SPIRIT ENHANCEMENT!" 

FLAAAASH! 

And then, an enormous chimeric Beast Spirit emerged. With the body of a Blazing Lion, the head and 

wings of a Storm Eagle, the gigantic limbs of a Earth Bear, the head and tail of a Water Tiger, and the 

third head of a Light Sheep, these were all his current Beast Spirit Summons which he merged into 

something that could only be named as Beast Spirit Chimera. 

"ROOOARRR!" 

"Now, GO!" Titan roared, ordering his giant Beast Spirit Chimera to rush forward. The enormous beast 

moved incredibly quickly towards the trapped Mushroom Hero. 
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"I'll call this shit… DARK SUN!" Roared Rita, as she began to slowly move the enormous sphere of 

darkness and malice she had created against the trapped Mushroom Hero. 

The Mushroom Hero continued to scream within the Wooden Cage, as I kept him there while I was 

trying to harm him by generating countless spears inside, but he was easily slashing them apart and 

turning them all into ashes, this guy was insanely tough! 

FLAAASH! 

And then, the Dark Sun of Rita and Titan's Beast Spirit Chimera reached him. Instantly, I pulled back the 

Wooden Cage and put the Mushroom Hero right in front of these two devastating attacks. Darkness and 

the blazing combination of many elements hit the Mushroom Hero directly, like two nukes right in front 

of his face! 

BOOOOOOOMMM!!! 

"UUUUAAAGGGGGHHHH…!" 

The Mushroom Hero quickly began to scream in agony as the enormously strong combination of 

destructive attacks began to engulf him, throwing him down into the ground as a gigantic crater began 

to form, pushing him down into a twelve-meter-deep hole! 

The explosion scattered debris everywhere, as the essence of the combined elements slowly began to 

dissipate from the entire room. I looked down the hole with Rita and Titan, hoping that the guy would 

be dead by now… 

But he was there, standing. His armor was destroyed and he was showing his rotten, miasma-covered 

body to everybody, his bones could be seen beneath his rotten flesh, and his face was merely a skull 

with thin skin stuck to it, empty eyes flaring with phantasmal flames… His HP went all the way down to 

20%, but he was still standing! I saw that two more Phantasmal Strings were cut off; we had done it! 

However, we needed to cut off the last one or he would simply continue his rampage endlessly. 

"RAAAAAH!" 

"Shit, he's coming!" Rita cried, as Titan suddenly grabbed her with his large arms and then I extended 

several branches and roots across the entirety of the area, protecting them from the upcoming storm of 

darkness that the Hero had shrouded himself into! 

FLAAAAASH! 

"KILL…! DIE!" He roared. He was now merely a mindless corpse reanimated by evil magic. He was once 

an honored man that sealed somebody as evil as the Dark Demon King of Miasma… we cannot possibly 

let this demon toy around with this person's body any longer. 

Loki had already merged with part of my giant body, and I prompted her to fight, as enormous vines 

began to spread out through the entire battlefield, attempting to catch the Hero in midair. The vines 

were enhanced with her various skills, one of them made them as hard as steel! 

CLASH! CLASH! CLASH! 



"GRAHAHAHA!" The Hero laughed manically as he intercepted each hit from Loki who was desperately 

trying to help us out. Her vines began to spread out and then coil around him, but he swung his blade 

and slashed them all quickly turning them into ashes. I was healing Loki constantly as she multiplied her 

vines, venom or anything of the sort had no effect in this insane Boss! And his HP had barely went down 

by 2% through this entire fight. 

"BELLE!" 

And then, I called the beast. Belle had also merged within this giant body when I transformed. And she 

had been preparing for a rampage. She was my trump card, actually, but I guess I'll have to let her go 

loose. 

"MEEEE!" 


